What’s Missing in the
Conversation About Hybrid
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Last year, in order to prioritize the safety and wellbeing of their teams, workplaces
across the globe transitioned out of the office and began collaborating virtually.
Since then, leaders in all industries have set, and then re-set dates for their return
to the office and have created new ways to continue working, meeting, and hosting
events. While these new virtual and hybrid approaches have been developed
as reactionary tactics to continue meeting business objectives, Convene firmly
believes these methods have ushered in a new era for the workplace, one that
redefines and brings hybrid to the center of the conversation. However, we also
believe that hybrid (as it’s traditionally defined) only covers one half of the equation
when it comes to tailoring the right work environments for today’s talent.

In this eBook, we’re going to:
| Define a new approach to solve the challenges		
that companies face today
| Showcase this approach in action
| Predict how a holistic work strategy can change		
the workplace
| Provide actionable insights for implementing 		
this strategy to improve your bottom line
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One of the main factors driving the shift to hybrid is employee preference, where surveys have
found less than 15% of the workforce prefers being in the office full-time, and over two-thirds prefer
a hybrid schedule.
With workers quitting their jobs at the highest rates in twenty years (approximately 4 million people
quit in April 2021, alone), this preference is not being ignored. The US Bureau of Labor Statistics
reports the job-openings rate as 6.5%, and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce describes this labor
shortage as a “national economic emergency.” In fact, household names like Apple and Microsoft
have adopted hybrid models as their response to the uncertainty, with another 77% of business
leaders planning to use a hybrid model through next year.
As a remote-first company ourselves, and through supporting various companies with their hybrid
strategies, we’ve noticed that the definition of hybrid has been expanding beyond the traditional
understanding of splitting employee time methodologically between the formal workplace and
employee homes. Instead, this new era looks to combine the use of various locations and platforms
to perform business as usual, prioritizing the importance of flexibility in environment, time zones,
and schedules.

BBC’s new column, “Hello Hybrid,” observes: “Gone are the days of rigid social and physical
structures that many companies believed were essential to a productive work environment.” This
preference for hybrid and flexible dynamics goes beyond where employees will want to work,
but also how they meet. According to Gartner, teams should “budget and resource meetings by
assuming that all will be hybrid and some will be purely virtual,” as a key strategy to retain highdemand talent.
Historically, companies have placed greater emphasis on selecting office space than planning
meetings and events at the expense of greater collaboration, more intentional and purposeful
meetings and events, and improved team culture as a result of well-thought-out experiences.
In light of these shifts, we are defining a new approach called the holistic work strategy. This
strategy is designed to plan for the physical and digital environments where people do their best
work and are capable of attracting and retaining top talent; it also forces leaders to look beyond
the limited definition of hybrid i.e. how many days their employees spend in the office. Company
leaders need to look holistically at when, where, and why people gather to work and the best
means of doing so.
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A HOLISTIC WORK STRATEGY IS DEFINED AS:
A dual-pronged approach to creating and sustaining ideal work environments that
encompasses: 1) where an employee works; i.e. what has traditionally been solved by
workplace strategy and includes fully in-person, hybrid, or remote-first approaches;
and 2) where and how an employee gathers to meet with others in a defined setting;
i.e. what has traditionally been solved by meeting planners.
A holistic work strategy joins workplace solutions and meetings/events solutions to
put people at the center of the conversation about work by purposefully planning and
choosing environments that enable them to their fullest potential.

Ultimately, this approach brings meetings into the workplace conversation, and viceversa. It changes how companies solve for their office space, meetings and events,
and talent attraction and retention by taking a macro look at the ways and places that
people collaborate. It can be broken down into five best practices:

1

EMPLOYEE-FOCUSED APPROACH: With a holistic work strategy, company
leaders base their decisions upon the needs and desires of their team.
Take Brit Insurance for instance, who randomly selected a representative
proportion of their global employees to help decide their hybrid working model,
ensuring fairness and inclusivity.
This group was asked: Where do you feel most productive? How often do you
want to meet with your team? How often do you want to meet with the entire
company? What meeting format do you prefer for all-company meetings -virtual, hybrid, or fully in-person?
Through this process, the company’s leaders are building and reinforcing a
culture that prioritizes employee feedback and input, one that will create an
approach that reflects their people’s needs. They’re also taking into consideration
all of the touch points in which employees interact, collaborate, and spend time
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together.
CROSS-COLLABORATION: Most enterprise companies have a dedicated
facilities manager, workplace strategist, or real estate professional who leads the
sourcing and acquisition of office space. They also usually have or hire a meeting
planner to determine when and where their teams will meet, both for internal
company meetings and client meetings. In smaller companies, these tasks are
managed by various people including members of the leadership team, HR
representatives, marketing professionals, and executive assistants.

A holistic work strategy brings these people together to use their skills and expertise
to account for every component of remote or in-person collaboration. Alternatively,
this task can be managed by a single person who understands the components of
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both workplace and meetings strategy and the goals of the teams collaborating.
ONGOING PLANNING: The planning for a holistic work strategy can take place at the
same time that the company undergoes yearly planning. Also, revisiting the strategy
from time-to-time and taking the pulse of your employee base to see if it’s working for
them will give you a benchmark and metrics for success.
In terms of the timing for meetings and events, which is one prong of this strategy,
we’ve seen companies hold daily or weekly meetings virtually, have quarterly hybrid
events for their teams, and hold in-person events for their clients on a bi-annual basis.
This was supplemented by opening a satellite office in a flexible office space to give
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their team a touchdown space while in that city.
LOCATION: A recent study shows a dramatic 49% increase in the number of
Americans that describe themselves as “digital nomads” from 2019 to 2020. In
previous years this population was primarily composed of freelancers, independent
contractors, and the self-employed – but, in 2020, this surge was driven by people
with traditional full-time jobs. This lifestyle allows individuals to be locationindependent and use technology to perform their job, so when they are not working
they can do more of what they love. This may allow them to be closer to family, see
more of the world, or move to a lower cost of living neighborhood and realign their
financial wellness. Whatever the reason, Harvard Business Review implores employers
to create a digital nomad policy to meet this demand.
This location agnostic approach will be a staple of the holistic work strategy we
propose. Allowing employees to choose, and not dictate, the place of their work
enables productivity and work-life balance. Relying on a network of coworking
spaces, highly secure and reliable technology, and internal communication
channels will afford both employers and employees options in how they work, while
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maintaining standards and managing expectations.
PURPOSE: So what does this mean for the office? While space will be as important
as ever, its function will be ever-evolving. Behavioral economist, Dr. Gleb Tsipurksky
predicts, “The primary use of the office will not be for individual work, as it was before
the pandemic. Instead, the office will serve as a shared space for collaboration and
team-building activities for the majority of the employees.” Thus a holistic work
strategy also expands to reimagine how teams will meet and host events, for internal
collaboration and culture, and through our experience – how they also approach
client check-ins, prospecting, and thought leadership programming.
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With so much talk about hybrid in the air, we commissioned a survey to see how the larger
business landscape is presently thinking about hybrid workplaces, how employees across the
country feel about this approach, and what impact hybrid truly has on talent retention.
We found that while hybrid workplaces raise concerns about community and oversight, this
approach, when integrated properly, offers a proactive and impactful tool to retain and acquire
talent, expand business reach and opportunities, and save time and money along the way.

A Holistic Work Strategy in Action
At the forefront of innovation in how teams meet, work, and host events, we have been supporting
clients around the globe as they reimagine how they meet their business objectives.
Meet our client: a financial services company with over $30B in managed assets.
This Chicago-based client approached us in 2019, looking to host a small meeting at one of
Convene’s meetings and events locations in New York City. This first event hosted 25 guests
and spanned four hours, where the group experienced five-star hospitality in a working space
hundreds of miles away from their HQ.
Since 2019, they have hosted 61 meetings with Convene with over 3,739 guests in attendance,
and continue to work with us to this day. The client has additionally expanded their partnership to
also become a WorkPlace client to complement their traditional leases with coworking suites that
accommodate overflow for their team.
Today, the client takes a holistic approach to solving their workplace and meeting and event needs
by creating a consistent experience for their employees and clients. They assess how and when
their teams will work based on their employee preferences; determine the ideal locations for their
workplaces and events; and strategically plan not only where their office is, but the locations and
dates of internal and client meetings throughout the year.

"The service team was great.
Worked with an unpredictable
schedule and with an additional
high-profile guest request last
minute. All went very well."

"Beautiful facilities, amazingly
helpful staff that helped us execute
under a really tight timeframe."
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Predictions for a Holistic Future
Drawing from our survey findings and experience with clients, here are a few predictions we have
for how holistic work strategy workplace adoption will impact various segments:
INTERNAL CULTURE AND TALENT RETENTION: Responding to employee preferences, companies
that integrate holistic work strategies are positioned to win “the war for talent.” But this alone
will not be a lasting differentiator as the tactic becomes widespread. Instead, companies will
need to offer novel spaces and experiences for working, collaborating, and team building. These
experiences and approaches can ultimately serve as talent retention and acquisition tools, if
prioritized as intentional extensions of the company’s culture mapping.
GRABBING CLIENT ATTENTION: Whether hosting a client at a meeting or event, making an
impression will be more important than ever, especially when balancing an in-person and virtual
audience. This puts the pressure on companies to elevate their technology and production quality
to leave a lasting positive impression for all guests in attendance. Instead of having guests in
a standard conference room and sending out a dial-in number, planners will have to consider
premium hospitality touchpoints and multimedia capabilities to host impactful programs.
NEW ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: Currently, venues are managed by facility and operations
teams, and schedules are coordinated by individuals, office managers, receptionists, assistants,
and/or meeting planners. With the increased prevalence of hybrid workplaces, new roles
specializing in hybrid workplace management, meetings, and events are sure to emerge. These
positions will oversee meetings and events to ensure that venues, vendors, and technology are
optimized in order to serve in-person and remote audiences.
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How Teams Can Embrace a Holistic
Work Strategy with
For teams looking to integrate a holistic work strategy within their meetings, events, and workdays,
Convene offers three solutions. Convene Studio is a meetings and events platform with production
services that integrates with Convene locations or a location of the client’s choosing. For those
that are looking to further streamline their planning process, and offer an in-person component to
their upcoming event, Convene has 23 beautiful locations across the U.S. and a location opening
in London in 2022.

CONVENE STUDIO
Convene Studio is an all-in-one solution for meeting and event
planners to host premium virtual and hybrid events for up to
10,000 attendees. Organizers have the option to plan entirely
virtual events, or pair with a location of their choosing. Planners are
offered the opportunity to streamline all of their vendors through
Convene, saving them time and hassle, while leaving a lasting
impression among stakeholders, sponsors, and participants.
Learn More
Our team has witnessed tremendous traction in Convene Studio
Hybrid, tripling demand from June to July of 2021. We expect
this trend to continue as Hybrid provides assurance to our
clients should they need to shift their meeting to include a virtual
component for attendees who would prefer to join from home.

CONVENE MEETINGS AND EVENTS SPACES
To supplement a Convene Studio experience, or to add an inperson component to a hybrid/remote workplace – teams can
book beautiful spaces at over 20 locations across the U.S. and soon
to be in the U.K.. From New York to London, we’ll host your team
inside the world’s most iconic buildings. Your team and guests will
enjoy legendary 5-star hospitality services, breathtaking views,
award-winning chefs, and award-winning design touches in a
distraction-free environment.
Browse our venues
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CONVENE WORKPLACE
Convene WorkPlace is a premium, safe, and flexible office space
where teams enjoy first-class hospitality that makes the office feel
more like a boutique hotel. On-site teams are tasked with managing
the space, so team members can focus on their workdays. Each
WorkPlace team is offered design packages to ensure the space
meets the team needs, and on-site kitchens have full-culinary
teams that provide fresh meals. Additionally, all WorkPlace teams
have access to in-person and online events to connect to the larger
Convene community.
Convene has ten flexible office and coworking spaces in New York
City, Washington DC, Philadelphia, and Chicago.
Browse our locations

Our Commitment to a Holistic
Work Strategy as the Future
The business world has come a long way from leaning on virtual or hybrid as a byproduct
of circumstance, or in a reactionary way to continue doing business. We believe that the
“Great Resignation” and the “War for Talent” will require a reimagining of the workplace,
where hybrid and flexible workdays and meetings are impactful tools to retain and acquire
talent, expand business reach and opportunities, and save time and money along the way.
We’re excited to embrace a proactive approach to the hybrid workday via a holistic work
strategy, and be a remote-first corporate team, ourselves, while helping companies all
around the globe do so, as well. If you’re looking to explore ways your team can become
more remote or integrate hybrid strategies, reach out to our team today to learn more
about Convene Studio, Convene Meetings & Events, and Convene WorkPlace.

Contact Us
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